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Abstract  

Foodborne illnesses are among the most widespread public health issues, killing about 

2.2 million people annually worldwide, and costing hundreds of billions of US dollars 

for governments, companies, families and consumers. In Brazil, foodborne illness in 

the home accounts for 44% of identified disease outbreaks and in New Zealand it 

represents 27% of notifiable disease outbreaks. Several studies have investigated 

aspects of consumer behaviour concerning food safety, but it remains a challenge to 

obtain a full picture of critical control points (CCPs) and key factors contributing to 

food contamination, pathogen growth or survival, when the food is under the 

consumer’s responsibility. This study aimed to assess threats to food safety in the 

home in Brazil and New Zealand. From August 2011 to March 2012, survey 

questionnaires from 2,775 consumers most responsible for cooking in the home in 

Brazil were collected. From September 2012 to November 2012, 658 households in 

New Zealand responded to the same survey. 

 

Both surveys found similar CCPs with the potential to threaten food safety in the 

domestic environment – food preparation, cooking and handling leftovers. Information 

from New Zealand suggests that choosing and purchasing food, and for Brazil food 

transportation, are also steps of concern. The age, marital status, gender, ethnicity, 

first-aid in response to illness and the way a person learned to cook had a significant 

influence in the risky practices of consumers in both countries, suggesting that similar 

consumer behaviour concerning food safety can be found in countries of substantially 

different degrees of economic development and culture. The young, the men, socio-

economic minorities, people most susceptible to illness and ethnic groups were people 

of most concern, often ranked at-risk, demanding special attention of public health 

authorities in both countries. The CCPs of most concern and contributing factors 

identified in this study were officially reported in New Zealand, helping to validate the 

methodology used in this study and its possible use in other countries. Furthermore, 

food safety educational campaigns built on the steps of most concern and groups 

ranked at moderate or high risk, have the potential to be most effective in reducing 

food poisoning in the home. 
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Preface - Focus of this research 

This study is about consumer behaviour concerning food safety in Brazil and in New 

Zealand, two countries with quite different socio-economic and cultural backgrounds. 

Risks to food safety were measured by applying a model for estimating the risk of food 

contamination, pathogen growth or survival in eight steps of food handling in the 

home. In addition, the model allowed the identification of the steps of most concern, 

as well as variables that influence the risky behaviour of consumers and groups that 

have the greatest susceptibility to food poisoning in these two countries. 

 

Overview of thesis chapters 

There are seven chapters in this thesis. This chapter, chapter 1, provides an 

introduction to food safety issues worldwide. The risks to food safety across the food 

chain and the consequences to human health and foodborne illnesses in Brazil and in 

New Zealand, are discussed. Chapter 2 provides a detailed literature review about 

food safety in the home covering: domestic food preparation and risks to food safety 

in the home, human behaviour and food safety culture, and a review of consumer food 

safety studies. Chapter 3 details models used for food safety risk assessment, gaps in 

knowledge and the objectives of this study. Chapter 4 contains the methodology used 

in this study, the design of the questionnaire, the risk estimate calculation, the sample 

characteristics of the field survey, and the limitations of the research. 

Chapter 5 focuses on the survey results covering: the statistical analysis and food 

safety risks in the home in both countries, significant variables contributing to 

consumer behaviour, groups of most concern, as well as contributing factors to the risk 

estimate. Chapter 6 discusses the survey findings, details the most critical steps in the 

preparation of a meal by the consumer, variables significantly influencing the 

consumer behaviour and groups of most concern, compares the results from both 

countries and suggests strategies to reduce the risk of food poisoning in the home in 

Brazil and New Zealand. 

In the Chapter 7, the reader will find the main findings and conclusions of this thesis. 

Limitations and recommendations are also included. 
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Gaps in Knowledge 

Although foodborne illness is preventable, millions worldwide become ill each year, 

creating high economic costs, loss of productivity and reduced quality of life.  In New 

Zealand, it has been estimated that over 100,000 cases of acute gastrointestinal illness 

caused by foodborne pathogens occur each year (Cressey, 2012). In Brazil, 

approximately 147,000 cases of foodborne illness are reported as outbreaks each year, 

and sporadic cases will add to this incidence. 

 

Earlier studies found that the home is an important location where foodborne 

outbreaks occur while at the same time many consumers do not believe the home to 

be a risky place for food poisoning (Redmond and Griffith, 2003). Furthermore, the 

identification of critical control points (CCPs) for food safety in the home and for 

groups of most concern may be useful for driving improvements in risk communication 

and educational campaigns concerning food safety (Worsfold and Griffith, 1994). 

 

There remain some challenging questions about food safety in the home and in 

particular how applicable these are in different countries. These questions are: 1. 

What are the most important critical control points (CCPs) for food safety in the 

home? 2. What variables have the most influence on consumer behaviour related to 

food safety? 3. What groups of people are of most concern across CCPs? 4. What are 

the contributing factors and the risky practices of consumers across the CCPs? Answers 

to these questions could help in targeting food safety educational strategies to reduce 

the prevalence of foodborne illnesses in households. 

 

Objectives of this study 

The aim of the present study is to investigate threats to food safety by examining food 

safety knowledge, beliefs and concerns, personal hygiene and food handling practices 

among consumers. Brazil and New Zealand were chosen as countries for this study as 

they represent very different socio-economic and cultural backgrounds, therefore this 

study should show the similarities and differences in behaviour that can be attributed 

to two quite different countries. 




